May 25, 2020

Dr. Michael E. Wooten  
Administrator  
Office of Federal Procurement Policy  
Office of Management and Budget  
Washington, DC 20503

Dear Administrator Wooten:

On behalf of the undersigned business associations, representing thousands of employers directly supporting the design, construction, and maintenance of our nation’s infrastructure, we appreciate your efforts related to Covid-19 pandemic response and recovery. The Administration and Congress have taken strong and unprecedented measures to responsibly address the combined public health and economic needs resulting from this pandemic. Important among them is the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), which helps provide an infusion of capital to employers to avert layoffs and continue safe and essential business operations.

We respectfully request that the federal guidance be clarified such that treatment of PPP loan forgiveness for small business government contractors who have properly qualified for the loan forgiveness based on demonstrated financial need not be required to provide a credit to direct or indirect costs in contracts with the government.

Current guidance provided by the Department of Defense in the form of Implementation Guidance for Section 3610 of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act states that loan forgiveness received by a government contractor under a PPP loan must be treated as a credit to cost-based government contracts. Specifically, it states in Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) 23 “FAR 31.201-1 Composition of Total Cost states that total cost is the sum of the direct and indirect costs allocable to the contract less any allocable credits. Accordingly, to the extent that PPP credits are allocable to costs allowed under a contract, the Government should receive a credit or a reduction in billing for any PPP loans or loan payments that are forgiven.”

We believe that the application of such a credit to the direct or indirect costs of a small business government contractor who has properly qualified for the loan forgiveness based on demonstrated financial need would be contrary to the intent of the PPP program and would harm small businesses by essentially requiring them to repay the loan through such credits.

The Department of Defense position on this issue, when considered in conjunction with the Internal Revenue Service’s current position, as of the date of this writing – that expenses funded with the proceeds of a PPP loan which is later forgiven are not deductible from taxable income – creates a very likely scenario where a small business government contractor could actually be harmed, rather than aided, by accepting forgiveness of a PPP loan. A contractor who performs primarily government contracts could see almost all of the loan forgiveness rescinded through the application of the credit to their direct costs or indirect cost rate, resulting in a lower

---

1 Implementation Guidance for CARES Act Sec 3610 (current as of April 24, 2020)
reimbursement on government contracts performed in the current or future years. If that same small business is unable to deduct the funded expenses from their taxable income, they will essentially be taxed on the loan forgiveness. The sum of the impact of the credit to direct and indirect costs and the tax on the loan forgiveness could easily exceed 100% of the amount of loan forgiveness.

In establishing the PPP loan program, Congress and the Treasury Department intentionally established a standard that loans under the program would be forgivable, provided the recipient’s use of the funds meets stated criteria. If any forgiveness of the proceeds of properly utilized PPP loans ultimately must get credited back to the government by contractors, then these loans are not truly forgivable. Such treatment would be inconsistent with the stated provisions of the PPP loan program.

We are seeking to clarify the treatment of loan forgiveness received by a firm for a Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan relative to direct and indirect costs allocable to government contracts in accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 31.

Sincerely,

American Council of Engineering Companies
American Road and Transportation Builders Association
American Subcontractors Association
Associated General Contractors of America
Construction Management Association of America
Design-Build Institute of America
Independent Electrical Contractors
International Institute of Building Enclosure Consultants
National Association of Surety Bond Producers
National Electrical Contractors Association
National Society of Professional Surveyors
Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National Association
Surety & Fidelity Association of America
Women Construction Owners and Executives

Cc:  Kim Herrington
     Acting Principal Director
     Defense Pricing and Contracting
     Office of the Secretary of Defense
     Department of Defense